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1. Introduction 
If a function    ,   -    is convex, induced 
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is known as the Hermite-Hadamard inequality. For concave function,  , the above 
order is reversed. Inequality ( ) is refined, extended, generalized and new proofs 
are given in [1-11]. 
A midpoint type inequality in [10] is pointed out as follows: 
Theorem    Let     ,   -        twice differentiable function on    
with       ( ).  If        is convex function on  , induces  
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In , -, A. Barani et al. proved a version for powers of a function whose 
absolute value of the second derivative is  -convex, for the right-hand side of ( ) 
is incorporated in the following theorem as: 
Theorem    Let     ,   -        twice differentiable function on    
with      and        ( ).  Assuming that     such that         is  -convex 
function on  , induces 
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A refinement of the left hand side of the Hermite-Hadamard inequality (1) 
is embodied in the following Theorem. 
Theorem  , -  Let     ,   -        be a convex function on   with  
   , induces 
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The following result gives us a refinement of second part of the Hermite-
Hadamard inequality (1) for modulus. 
Theorem  , -  Let   be an interval of real numbers and                  If 
            a convex function on    then 
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The following definitions are needed to explain the idea of  -convex 
function: 
Definition  , -: Let   be an interval of real numbers. A function       is 
called convex if for all       and   ,   -, induces 
                    ((   )       )  (   ) ( )    ( )          
  is said to be concave, if the above inequality is reversed. 
Definition  , -: A non – negetive function         is called Godunova – 
Levin function (or that    ( )) if  for all       and   (   ), implies   
 (    (   ) )   
 
 
 ( )   
 
   
  ( ) 
It may be noted that non-negative monotone and non-negative convex 
functions belong to this class. 
Definition  , -: A non – negative function   ,   )  ,   ) is called 
  convex (or that    ( )) if for all     ,   ) and   ,   -  
   (    (   ) )   ( )    ( )  
Definition  ,       -: A function   ,   )    is called an   convex in 
second sense (            
 )   if for all       and   (   -  
 (    (   ) )     ( )   (   )  ( ) 
Obviously, 1-convex function is convex. 
Definition  ,  -: Let     be intervals in   (   )    and let         be a 
non – negative function,      A non – negative function       is called 
  convex (            (   ))  if  for all       and   (   ) 
  (    (   ) )   ( ) ( )   (   ) ( )                                       ( ) 
If the inequality is reversed then   is said to be  -concave and in this case 
  belongs to the class    (   )  
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Remark 1. 
i. If  ( )     then all the non – negative convex functions belong to the 
class   (   ) and all non – negative  concave functions belong to the 
class          (   )   
ii. If   ( )      then    (   )   ( ) 
iii. If   ( )  
 
 
   then    (   )   ( ) 
iv. If  ( )       where   (   ),then    (   )    
 , respectively. 
M. Z. Sarikaya et al. discussed in , - some new inequalities of Hadamard type 
for  -convex functions. In , -, Sarikaya et. al. established a new Hadamard-type 
inequality for  -convex functions as: 
Theorem  .            with     and    ,   -         (   ) for 
        then 
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Remark 2.  For  ( )      inequality ( ) reduces to inequality ( ) i:e.; Hermite-
Hadamard inequality for convex function    ,   -     
In this article, we obtain new inequalities of Hermite-Hadamard type for 
functions whose absolute values of second derivatives are  -convex. We discuss 
refinements of  -Hermite-Hadamard inequality. Eventually, we have given some 
applications for special Means of real numbers. 
2. Main Results 
In , -, Barani et al. established inequalities for twice differentiable  -
convex functions which are connected with Hadamards inequality, and they used 
the following lemma to prove their results: 
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Lemma 1. Let          be a twice differentiable function on          
(   is interior of  ) with      : If        (,    -), then the following identity 
holds: 
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In the following theorem, we will suggest some new upper bound for the 
right hand side of ( ) for  -convex functions. 
Theorem 6. Let      ,   )    be a twice differentiable function on   , such 
that        (,    -), where         with      : If       is  -convex on ,   - 
then for some fixed   (   ) the following inequality holds: 
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Proof. Since      is a  -convex function, by using Lemma   we get 
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A similar result is embodied in the following theorem: 
Theorem 7. Let      ,   )    be a twice differentiable function on   , such 
that        (,    -), where         with      : If        for     with 
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 is  -convex on ,   - then for some fixed   (   ) the following 
inequality holds: 
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Proof. By using Lemma   and Hölder’s inequality, 
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Since          (   ) 
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Here, Beta function is defined as: 
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Another similar result may be extended in the following theorem: 
Theorem 8. Let      ,   )    be a twice differentiable function on   , such 
that        (,    -), where         with      : If        for     be an 
 -convex on ,   - then for some fixed   (   ) the following inequality holds: 
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Proof: By using Lemma   and well – known power – mean  inequality, 
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which completes the proof.         
A parallel result for functions belonging to class of  -concave is stated as: 
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Theorem 9. Let      ,   )    be a twice differentiable function on   , such 
that        (,    -), where         with      : If        for     be an 
 -concave on ,   - then for some fixed   (   ) the following inequality holds: 
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Since          (   )  therefore by inequality ( )  
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which completes the proof.                                                   
In order to prove our midpoint type inequalities, we need the following 
Lemma: 
Lemma 2. Let         be twice differentiable function on            
with     and       (,   -)  then the following identity holds: 
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Theorem 10: Let     ,   )    be a twice differentiable function on   , such 
that       (,   -)  where         with    . If       is  -convex on ,   - for 
some fixed   (   ) then the following identity holds: 
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Theorem 11: Let     ,   )    be a twice differentiable function on   , such 
that       (,   -)  where         with    . If        for     with   
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Theorem 12: Let     ,   )    be a twice differentiable function on   , such 
that       (,   -)  where         with    . If        for     is  -convex 
on ,   - for some fixed   (   ) then the following identity holds: 
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Theorem 13: let     ,   )    be a twice differentiable function on   , such 
that       (,   -)  where         with    . if        for     is  -
concave on ,   - for some fixed   (   ) then the following identity holds: 
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Proofs of theorems       are bi-passed because the same are replica of 
the aforementioned theorems. 
Remark 3. All of the above inequalities obviously hold for non-negative convex 
functions. Simply choose  ( )       ( )  
 
 
    ( )      and  ( )       in each 
of those results, to get desired results respectively for non-negative convex 
functions,  ( );  ( ) and    
 ( ) : parallel development for  -concave functions 
may also be made likewise. 
Example 1.  For  ( )     ; inequality (  ) reduces inequality ( ) and for 
 ( )     ; inequality (  ) reduces inequality ( ): 
3.  Refinement Of  -Hermite-Hadamard Inequality 
To find new refined upper bound, integrating inequality ( ) with 
respect to    
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For better right bound of hadamard inequality compare the above bound with 
usual one       , ( )   ( )- ∫  ( )  
 
 
   Let the above is less than the usual 
bound, that is, 
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From (  ), it is cleared that    .  
This means we have revamped the upper bound of Hermite Hadamard 
inequality for  -convex function, when the distance between   and   is almost 
one. The most interesting thing is that all linking work is with the interval ,   - 
better than other. This discussion gives the following result. 
Theorem 14: Let   ,   -    be belonged to class   (   ) for some   (   ), 
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 An improvement of left inequality of ( ) is given as: 
Theorem 15:  Let          be belonged to class   (   )            
with      then 
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Proof: By the   convexity on    
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which completes the proof.                                         
Remark 4: For   ( )   , Theorem    coincides with Theorem   
A refinement of second part of inequality ( ) is given as: 
Theorem 16: Let          be an  -convex function on the interval of real 
numbers  . Suppose          with      , then we have: 
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Proof: By the   convexity on    and continuity property of modulus 
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Remark  : For   ( )   , Theorem    coincides with Theorem    
4. Applications to Some Special Means 
Let consider the applications to the following special means. 
a). The arithmetic mean:    
    A= (   )  
   
 
                    
b). The geometric mean:    
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c). The harmonic mean: 
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d). The logarithmic mean:        
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        Follows by Theorem , setting for  ( )     and  ( )   .             
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Proposition 3:               (   )                     
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        Follows by Theorem   applying for  ( )       and  ( )   .       
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